
Borland’s Babies 
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  THE TITLE IS The Babies. More than one. A group. A fellowship, it appears. More 
than one such fellowship or band or coterie. A world. 
   A cunningly sequenced album of pictures inducts us into this world. 
   It would convey little to have only one photograph. Or two. Or three.  
To show a world calls for an abundance of photographs, and the photographs have to 
be arranged. First things first. The last for the last. 
   The sequence will be a tour of this world. A journey. An initiation. 
   First we see bits of decor. A small pink satin dress. A teddy bear. A colorful crib sheet 
printed with cuddly animals. Then, gradually, the presence of the human. A pair of 
shoes. Bunny slippers. A foot. A knee. 
   It will be a while before we see faces. 
  Something doesn’t fit. The accoutrements are those of the nursery. But the human 
presence is too large, ugly—Brobdingnagian. 
  We expect babies. These seem to be adult men. The skin of babies, real babies, is 
perfect. This skin is rough, blotchy, hairy (with here and there a tattoo), the bodies 
mostly flabby or scrawny—and Polly Borland’s camera scrutinizes them very closely. 
  Close is ugly. And adult is ugly, when compared with the perfection of the recently 
born. 
  As Gulliver observes after reaching a country whose inhabitants are over eighty feet 
tall: to see enlarged is to be taken aback by imperfections. He recalls that in the country 
from which he’s come, where he was a giant, the complexion of the diminutive 
Lilliputians had appeared to him “the fairest in the world,” while his tiny new friends 
found him ugly beyond imagining.  

One of them said that my face appeared much fairer and smoother  
when he looked on me from the ground, than it did upon a nearer  
view when I took him up in my hand and brought him close, which  
he confessed was at first a very shocking sight. He said he could  
discover great holes in my skin; that the stumps of my beard were  
ten times stronger than the bristles of a boar, and my complexion  



made up of several colors altogether disagreeable: although I must  
beg leave to say for myself, that I am as fair as most of my sex and  
country, and very little sunburnt by all my travels. 

  Stranded among the people of Brobdingnag, Part II of Gulliver’s Travels, where he’s the 
tiny person, Gulliver finds these mountainous bodies and faces repulsive in exactly the 
same way that he was, in close-up, to the people of Lilliput. But, even while recoiling 
from their gross imperfections, Gulliver reminds himself—good cultural relativist that 
he’s become—that the Brobdingnagians are no doubt just as handsome as any other 
people in the world. 
  A world, according to Jonathan Swift, and as depicted by Polly Borland, replete with 
disconcerting oddities. 
   By the standard of the baby, any adult is ugly, coarse. No beauty of skin can withstand 
the too intimate scrutiny of the camera. 
 Beauty, adorableness—and repulsiveness—are mainly a matter of favoring or 
disfavoring scale, and proximity. And that—scale, proximity—is what photographers 
deal with all the time. 
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   OF COURSE, BEING “CLOSE” is essential to the impact and the meaning of these 
photographs. 
   Virtually all of them were taken in some generic, meanly furnished indoors. We may 
suppose Borland’s subjects to be hiding in these drab, wallpapered rooms which we 
never see most of, but which feel small. They may only be lying about. (Babies need a 
lot of rest.) As well as coming and going. We also seem to be offered glimpses of the 
convening of a boisterous clan. A party of tots. A children’s sleepover. 
   The photographer has penetrated a space where a secret identity unfolds. An 
intimate, private space whose banal activities—yowling, drooling, eating, sleeping, 
bathing, masturbating—here acquire the character of weird rituals, because they’re 
done by adult men dressed as, and carrying on like, babies. 
   It has to come as a surprise when, late in the book, there is a photograph of three of 
the babies in full regalia on a suburban street. (Australia? England?) Surprise that 
some of Borland’s subjects are willing to offer themselves to the gaze of casual 
passersby. 
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   A PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHS. We are introduced to this world in the guise 
of parts of bodies, oddly framed and cropped. The initial withholding of faces, and the 
number of pictures taken from a high angle, bolster the relation of superiority that we, 
the consumers of Borland’s images, seem invited to have (at first) to these clandestine 
shenanigans. 
   We look at them. They don’t look at us. We are rarely shown the babies seeing; when 
we are, it’s a baby-style gaze, wobbly focus and all, or a look of concentrated self-
absorption. 
   Properly, the book ends with a straight-on portrait of one of the babies, looking adult, 
even handsome, gazing intently at the camera, at us. Staring back. At last. 
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   FOR A LONG TIME the camera has been bringing us news about zanies and 
pariahs, their miseries and their quirks. Showing the banality of the non-normal. 
Making voyeurs out of us all. 
   But this is particularly gifted, authoritative work. Borland’s pictures seem very 
knowing, compassionate; and too close, too familiar, to suggest common or mere 
curiosity. There is nothing of the ingenuous stare of a Diane Arbus picture. (I don’t 
doubt that Arbus would have felt invited by these subjects, but surely she would have 
photographed them very differently.) 
   Zeal in colonizing new, especially transgressive, subject matter is one of the main 
traditions of photographic practice. 
   Here—says this book—is a specimen of behavior that has a legitimate claim on our 
interest and attention. The pictures register a truth about human nature which seems 
almost too obvious to spell out—the temptation of regression? the pleasures of 
regression?—but which has never received so keen, so direct a depiction. They invite 
our identification (“nothing human is alien to me”)—daring us to admit that we, too, 
can imagine such feelings, even if we are astonished that some people actually go to the 
trouble, and assume the shame, of acting them out. 
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   ARE THESE PICTURES shocking? 
   Some people apparently find them so. Probably not the same people made indignant 
by the sex-pictures of Robert Mapplethorpe. Here the shock is produced by scenes from 
the intimate life of adult men who appear to have all but completely renounced their 
sexuality. 
   I, for one, don’t find these pictures shocking or even upsetting. (What shocks me is 
cruelty, not sadness.) 
   Shock—which then dilates into aggressive disapproval—seems to me a somewhat 
pointless reaction to adults who have so dramatically embraced the role of being 
helpless. 
   In most of the pictures, the subjects are sitting, lying down, crawling. They are often 
on beds or close to the floor. They are rarely vertical. 
   They want to look small. But of course they’re not. So, instead, they look mortified. 
   There is a presumption, when picture-taking assumes an anthropological or 
ethnographic function, that the subjects—who happen to look the way they do—don’t 
really see themselves. 
   What these pictures suggest—what some may find is disturbing about them—is that 
not only do Borland’s subjects want to look like this but they relish being seen. 
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   MOST OF THE sexual acting-out understood as deviant is theatre. It requires 
dressing up. It relies on props. And the world created by these adults must be counted 
as a sexual fantasy, even if, most of them being “baby purists,” they don’t have sex. 
   What goes on in these depressing rooms is a kind of theatre. Playtime. 
   But entirely unfeigned. 
   And without manipulation by the camera. Nothing is digitalized. Borland’s project 
depends on the photographs being—as of old—a trace or imprint of the real. There is 
an implicit contract: these are people who really are (part of the time) like this; they 
aren’t putting on a show for the photographer. Indeed, she had to spend long periods 



of time with them, win their confidence, become friends, in order to take these 
pictures. 
   Imagine what we would feel if we learned that the men are actors, and that the 
pictures were taken in the course of an afternoon in one house rather than (as they 
were) over years and in several countries. 
   The force of these pictures depends on our trusting the photographer that nothing 
was devised for the camera. 
   That something is being revealed. 
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   ARE THE BABIES really unattractive—like, say, the folk in Roger Ballen’s Platteland 
(1994)? 
   In Ballen’s marvelous album of portraits of degenerate-looking whites in rural South 
Africa, the unattractiveness of his subjects and the rooms they inhabit delivers a moral, 
ultimately political, message. Here ugliness seems to attest to an appalling 
impoverishment of spirit as well as of material circumstances. In Borland’s album, the 
message of her subjects’ unattractiveness is harder to read. We might decide it is 
mainly one of scale: that is, of the mismatch between the enacted fantasy of smallness 
and feebleness and these hefty grownup bodies. But we might also suppose, perhaps 
wrongly, that only adults who look as they do would want to do “this” to themselves. 
   What are the frontiers of attractiveness—and of unattractiveness? Images produced 
by cameras have more to tell us, in unpacking this question, than any other resource. 
Maybe we are no longer capable of thinking about the attractiveness of bodies and faces 
except in the ways we’ve learned through the camera’s presumptuous seeing. 
Enlarging, miniaturizing—the camera judges, the camera reveals. Looking at the world 
to which Borland has given us entry, we don’t know whether we’re in Lilliput or in 
Brobdingnag. Her brilliant achievement makes us realize that, when we see 
photographically, we’re living in both. 

[2001] 

Excerpt From: Susan Sontag. “Where the Stress Falls.” 




